Software Engineer
(Code: SEN)
The Opportunity
Interamerican, member of Achmea Group (NL insurance company) offers excellent career opportunities providing a challenging,
fast growing and agile working environment, where you be able to familiarize yourselves with new ways of working. We are
currently seeking to employ 5 talented and highly-motivated “Software Engineers” to work in our Technology Chapters.
Major Accountabilities
 He/she defines technical specifications by understanding business requirements, breaking down the problem, evaluating
the affected parts of the system and identifying other systems involved.
 He/she provides estimates for tasks that need to be carried out in order to deliver the features taking into account effort,
complexity and risk for the unknown areas. Planning occurs based on the priorities set by the business and the team
estimations.
 He/she designs and implements software for back-office and front office insurance applications. Resulted software is
accompanied with automated, unit, integration and end-to-end tests.
 He/she draws up test scripts and quality requirements, conducts tests during the design and development process, as
well as analyzes results and takes action on quality issues.
 He/she identifies and proposes new technologies and tools that solve problems that fit the development model. He/she
communicates them effectively within the team, presents them in a simple and understandable way and persuades
others for their value and the positive impact on the development process. He/she shares knowledge both inside the
team as well as with other teams in the organization.
 He/she creates developer's manual and guidelines and participates in the creation of user's manual. He/she enriches
code with appropriate comments, produces design documentation where necessary and creates training material for
other software engineers
 He/she creates or updates build scripts that prepare the final binaries to be launched in the production and test
environments and author the deployment plan which will be executed by the IT Operations.
Knowledge
 BSc or MSc in Computing/ Mathematics/ Engineering.
 Mastery of advanced programming techniques.
 Strong software design skills.
 Solid understanding of the insurance domain.
 Advanced knowledge of English language.
 Preferably 2-5 years of working experience in software engineering.
The company offers:
 Competitive remuneration package
 Great career development opportunities, including working with new ways and applying agile principles and
methodologies

If you wish to apply please send your resume stating also the advert code to:
hrcareer@interamerican.gr

